The application of hydrostatic pressure generally leads to protein unfolding, implying, in accordance with Le Chatelier's principle, that the unfolded state has a smaller molar volume than the folded state. However, the origin of the volume change upon unfolding, ΔV u , has yet to be determined. We have examined systematically the effects of protein size and sequence on the value of ΔV u using as a model system a series of deletion variants of the ankyrin repeat domain of the Notch receptor. The results provide strong evidence in support of the notion that the major contributing factor to pressure effects on proteins is their imperfect internal packing in the folded state. These packing defects appear to be specifically localized in the 3D structure, in contrast to the uniformly distributed effects of temperature and denaturants that depend upon hydration of exposed surface area upon unfolding. Given its local nature, the extent to which pressure globally affects protein structure can inform on the degree of cooperativity and long-range coupling intrinsic to the folded state. We also show that the energetics of the protein's conformations can significantly modulate their volumetric properties, providing further insight into protein stability.
' INTRODUCTION
It has been known since the beginning of the last century that the application of hydrostatic pressure to proteins in solution generally leads to their unfolding. 1 However, despite a fair amount of work in the field since the first observation of the phenomenon by Bridgman, our understanding of the basis for the volume change upon unfolding, ΔV u , has progressed very little. Elucidating the basis for pressure effects on proteins merits considerable effort, as pressure is an important intensive thermodynamic variable. Moreover, understanding the mechanisms underlying pressure perturbation of proteins will lead to novel insights concerning their folding, stability and dynamics.
The pressureÀtemperature phase diagram for two-state protein folding is approximated by an ellipse, 2À5 and in addition to the standard enthalpy, entropy and heat capacity changes upon unfolding, the shape and position of the ellipse in the PÀT plane is determined by the standard volume change upon unfolding, the change in thermal expansivity between the folded and unfolded states, and to a much lesser degree, the difference in their isothermal compressibilities. The volume change of unfolding, ΔV u , is negative over most of the accessible temperature range for most proteins, that is, the molar volume of the unfolded state is smaller than that of the folded state. 6 Hence the application of pressure to proteins leads to their unfolding.
The molar volume of folded proteins in aqueous solutions includes the volume of their constitutive atoms, the internal solvent-excluded void volume due to imperfect packing and the volume of the interacting water molecules. It is clear that changes in this molar volume that accompany changes in protein conformation arise from changes in the last two terms, since the volume of the atoms is constant. However, the relative contributions of each, and indeed even the sign of these contributions, have remained controversial. It has recently been proposed that hydration of the peptide backbone is responsible for the bulk of the volume change upon unfolding, 7 while studies on cavity mutants 8À11 have suggested that it is the internal void volume that is dominant. However, these studies, either based on calculations from model compound data or rather limited experimental evidence, have not advanced the debate considerably.
Examination of the ensemble of values for ΔV u obtained from pressure induced unfolding of monomeric proteins at or near 20°C and neutral pH, and reported in the literature 10,12À18 reveals a rather weak correlation (r 2 = 0.6) between the measured ΔV u values and the size of the protein, evaluated as molecular volume, accessible surface area or number of residues (Figure S1, Supporting Information). This is in contrast to the strong correlation (r 2 > 0.95) between the heat capacity change upon unfolding or m-value (susceptibility to denaturant), with the number of residues and the change in solvent exposed surface area upon unfolding. 19 For single domain proteins only, a stronger correlation (r 2 = 0.85) is found between ΔV u and the ratio of the total internal void volume of each protein relative to its total van der Waals volume ( Figure S1 , Supporting Information). This suggests that for a given size, less efficient packing results in a larger negative ΔV u . However, these estimations of internal solvent excluded volume do not take into account any internal water molecules beyond those that have been determined by X-ray crystallography. 20 Moreover, the coordinates obtained from crystallographic analysis represent only one conformation of the folded state ensemble.
In the present study, we have sought to examine in a systematic fashion the factors affecting the value of ΔV u for proteins. We have used deletion variants of the ankyrin repeat domain of the Notch receptor, Nank (residues 1901À2148), as a model system ( Figure 1A ). 21 The folding equilibrium and kinetics of full-length Nank (Nank1À7) and several of its deletion constructs are well-documented for denaturant melts at atmospheric pressure. 22 These studies showed that its modular architecture results in cooperative unfolding consistent with an Ising model that includes energetic terms for the stability of each repeat and interfacial free energy terms resulting from interactions between sets of adjacent repeats. 22 Moreover, our recent study of the pressure-induced unfolding of full-length Nank1À7 23 revealed that the volume change of unfolding for this protein at 20 C is rather small, given its size. With 248 amino acids, the weak correlation of volume change with size predicts a ΔV u of ∼À125 mL/mol, whereas the measured value is only À44 mL/mol. We postulated that the small volume change might be related to the organization and packing of the protein, which is quite different from the globular proteins. To test the correlation between the size and sequence of the protein and ΔV u , while maintaining the same fold, we have investigated the effects of pressure on constructions of Nank with N-terminal and C-terminal deletions of one or more ankyrin repeats. We combined experimental approaches with molecular dynamics simulations to characterize the packing of side chains in an ensemble of configurations in the folded state of the protein. Our approach presents the advantage that the overall fold of the protein remains the same, while the size changes significantly, and the effects of sequence can likewise be examined.
' MATERIALS AND METHODS Protein Constructions. Plasmids pET15b (Novagen, Madison, WI) were used to express and purify the various deletion constructs, as previously described. 22 Purification of some constructs from inclusion bodies involved an overnight dialysis performed against Tris 50 mM, NaCl 150 mM pH 7.5 buffer after purification. Proteins were stored in aliquots at À80°C.
Fluorescence Data Acquisition. High-pressure fluorescence measurements were carried out as previously described. 23 Briefly, protein solutions at 40À50 μM in Tris 50 mM NaCl 150 mM pH 7.5 were loaded into a 500 μL cell fitted with a DuraSeal cap held in place by an O-ring. The cell is placed in a stainless steel highpressure vessel, equipped with 4 sapphire windows, and connected to a high pressure pump and temperature bath. Pressure inside the vessel is monitored via a gauge connected in line, and the temperature was maintained stable at 20°C by the thermostat. The pressure transducing liquid is 18 MOhm Milli-Q water. Excitation light is provided from a Xenon lamp and monochromator to the vessel via an optical fiber, and emission is collected on a PMT in photon counting mode at 90°through a monochromator (ISS, Champaign, IL). For each experiment, a tryptophan emission spectrum was collected at equilibrium, from 320 to 400 nm, using an excitation wavelength of 295 nm. Pressure jumps, either positive or negative, were approximately 120 bar each to remain close to equilibrium. The fluorescence intensity at 340 nm was collected as a function of time after the jump, until complete equilibration.
Fluorescence Data Analysis. As previously described, we calculated the average emission wavelength AEλae of each tryptophan emission spectrum at equilibrium (320À400 nm), for each pressure.
The values reported previously for the full-length construct 23 were recalculated for the same spectral scan range (320À400 nm, rather than 320À450 nm as previously done) to make a direct comparison. Data were fitted to a two-state unfolding equilibrium as a function of pressure for values of ΔG°u and ΔV°u, using the BioEQS program, as previously described. 23 For pressure-induced equilibrium unfolding analysis, the free energy of unfolding is assumed to evolve linearly with the pressure, p Bar graphs of the number of polar and charged (red) and hydrophobic (blue) residues, respectively, in the Nank repeats 1À7 that bury more than 50% of their surface area (calculated as as described in the Methods section) in the crystal structure of the full-length Nank1À7. The residues R, K, H, D, E, G, N, Y, Q, S, T, and W were considered to be polar, and the rest were apolar.
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Unfolding profiles were weighted for the quantum yield ratio of the folded and unfolded states. Initial analysis of the unfolding profiles at each temperature for each construct yielded values for the ΔV°u which were equivalent within uncertainty. Hence for each construct at a given temperature the ensemble of the curves at different urea concentrations were fit globally, linking the values of AEλae f of the folded state and the ΔV°u across the different urea concentrations. The value of AEλae u of the unfolded state was not only a floating parameter, but remained unlinked as separate parameters across urea concentrations in the fits. The uncertainty in the recovered ΔV°u values was evaluated by rigorous confidence limit testing in which the data sets were reanalyzed at multiple values of the tested parameter (ΔV°u ) , with all other parameters allowed to float. This allows taking into account any correlation between fitting parameters. Pressure and denaturant unfolding of the NW and NWC constructs was analyzed globally as described in Supplementary Methods (Supporting Information).
The p-jump kinetics data were analyzed as previously described for the full length construct. 23 Briefly, the pressure jump kinetic relaxation fluorescence intensity vs time profiles obtained at 340 nm at multiple urea concentrations at 20°C and at multiple pressures were fit according to a single exponential intensity decay function to obtain the relaxation time τ, at each pressure.
Then, assuming that this relaxation time corresponds to the inverse sum of the folding and unfolding rate constants at each pressure
the plots of ln τ vs pressure at each urea concentration, and for each deletion mutant were fit for the activation volume and rate constant for folding at atmospheric pressure, constrained by the equilibrium volume change of unfolding and the equilibrium constant at atmospheric pressure and the corresponding urea concentration.
The reported activation volumes are averages of all of the urea concentrations tested. Relaxation times were at least 100-fold longer than the dead time of the p-jumps (0.5 s), and no burst phase was ever observed.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations and Cavity and Hydration Estimations. The folded state ensemble was characterized by performing molecular dynamics simulations of the folded state of the proteins. Molecular dynamics simulations were run with Gromacs 4.4 24 using OPLS-AA force field 25 which was shown to accurately describe helical content in proteins and disordered peptides. 26, 27 A 214-residue (from N25 to H239) configuration of Nank1À7 was generated using the crystallographic structure 1OT8.pdb and MODELER software. 28 The protein was inserted in a cubic box such that there was 1 nm from the box boundary to any protein atom. The box was then hydrated with 32916 SPC/E water molecules 29 and 15 Na þ ions were added to neutralize the system. H-bonds for protein and water were constrained respectively with LINCS and SETTLE. 30, 31 After steepest descent energy minimization and 10 ps equilibration, this configuration was used as starting configuration for 5 ns-long MD simulation using 2 fs time step. Configurations were saved every 5 ps. Long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated using particle-mesh Ewald 32 with a grid spacing of 0.12 nm and cubic interpolation. van der Waals interactions were cut off at 1 nm. The nonbonded list was updated every 10 integration steps. The temperature was controlled using a Nos e-Hoover thermostat 33,34 and the pressure was controlled using a Parinello-Rahman barostat . 35, 36 Both were used with a 5 ps coupling time. Simulations were performed at 293K and 1 bar with system compressibility set to 4.6 Â 10 À5 bar À1 . The 1000 generated configurations were analyzed using the McVol algorithm. 37 First the protein surface is defined using a 0.11 nm radius rolling probe and discretized with a maximum of 2500 surface points per atoms. This particular radius probe was shown to accurately reproduce the experimentally determined cavities in the hen-egg lysozyme example. 37 To characterize the unoccupied volume (cavities) inside and around the protein we did a MC integration in which points are selected at random and probe for occupancy by protein or solvent atoms. If unoccupied, this volume is assigned to cavities. A first Monte Carlo (MC) integration step is realized with 50k MC points per nm 3 box volume. Each MC point is attributed to either solvent, protein atoms or cavities, allowing calculation of van der Waals volume, molecular volume and solvent-excluded volume of the protein. A second MC integration step is specifically used to refine the cavity volume. The void density is defined as the mean number of MC cavity points found within a 0.4 nm radius sphere around each amino-acid CR atom. Correspondingly, the water density is defined as the mean number of water oxygen atoms found within a 0.4 nm radius sphere around each amino-acid CR. A 0.4 nm probe radius was found after testing several values to appropriately minimize overlap and maximize coverage. Similar parameters, solvation, and neutralization methods were used for simulations of Nank NW and NWC based on homology models from the crystal structure of Nank1À7 (1OT8.pdb).
The number of polar and apolar residues in each repeat that bury more than 50% of their surface area were calculated with the algorithm developed by Sarai and co-workers 38 available online at http://gibk26.bse.kyutech.ac.jp/jouhou/shandar/netasa/asaview/. Residues R, K, H, D, E, G, N, Y, Q, S, T, and W were considered to be polar, and the rest were apolar.
' RESULTS
As in the prior pressure study on the full-length ankyrin repeat domain, Nank1À7, 23 pressure dependent unfolding profiles of the deletion constructs were measured by monitoring the (quantum yield weighted) red shift in the fluorescence of the unique tryptophan residue located at the interface between repeats four and five ( Figure 1A ). We examined pressure effects on two C-terminal (Nank1À6 and Nank1À5) and three N-terminal (Nank2À7, Nank3À7 and Nank4À7) deletion constructs (for repeat sequences see Figure 1B ). Urea was used in all cases to bring the pressure unfolding transition into our observable range (<3 kbar), and for the Nank4À7 construct, TMAO and urea were used in conjunction to populate the folded state at atmospheric pressure to approximately the same extent as in previous unfolding studies of this construct. 39 The fluorescence-based pressure unfolding profiles ( Figure 2 ) for all of the constructs are very similar to that previously observed for Nank1À7 (shown also in Figure 2 for comparison). Increasing urea concentration Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE lowered the pressure unfolding midpoint, as expected. Indeed the ΔGu o,atm and m-values obtained from linear extrapolation of the values of ΔGu i,atm at each urea concentration, i, were found to be in good agreement with the previously published results from urea melts (Table S1, Supporting Information), 22 particularly given the small number of points and long extrapolation of the pressure experiments. This indicates that the pressure induced transition monitored using the central tryptophan emission corresponds energetically to the global unfolding equilibrium. However, as with the full-length protein, the value of the average emission wavelength at the high pressure plateau also shifted to longer wavelengths with increasing urea, indicating that urea works to increase tryptophan exposure to solvent in the pressure unfolded state. For Nank1À7, high pressure SAXS and FTIR revealed that urea also increases the radius of gyration and decreases the residual helical content in the pressure unfolded state. 23 However, as observed for other systems, urea had no effect on the volume change of unfolding, 12, 23, 40 indicating that the region around the tryptophan does not contribute to the value of ΔV u . Accordingly, the fits in Figure 2 were carried out by linking the ΔVu across all urea concentrations, as was previously done for Nank1À7.
None of the deletion constructs tested showed a significantly smaller absolute value for ΔV u than Nank1À7 ( Figures 5A and 6 , Table S2 ). In fact, the N-terminal Nank2À7 deletion construct exhibited a slightly larger absolute value for ΔV u value than that obtained for the full-length Nank1À7. We note that the volume change for the Nank4À7 variant is slightly lower than that of the Nank2À7 variant, indicating loss of a small amount of volume with the deletion of repeats 2 and 3. To extend the range of sizes tested, we also examined two consensus ankyrin repeat constructs bearing two and three ankyrin repeats (NW and NWC; Figure 1B ). These constructs were very stable, and their volume changes were much smaller than those observed for the larger constructs. Hence a more efficient denaturant, guanidinium hydrochloride, was used to observe their unfolding under pressure ( Figure 3) . The values of ΔV u obtained from analysis of the pressure dependence of the average emission wavelength at all GuHCl concentrations yielded values for the ΔV u of À8 ( 2.4 and À11.8 ( 1.8 mL/mol for the two and three domain constructs, NW and NWC, respectively.
Pressure-jump relaxation kinetic data were acquired for the N and C terminal deletion constructs concomitant with the acquisition of the steady state data. The relaxation profiles were monoexponential, as previously observed for Nank1À7, and were fit for the relaxation time, τ. The plots of lnτ vs pressure ( Figure 4B) , revealed a significant difference between the results obtained for the deletion mutants and those previously observed for Nank1À7 (also plotted in Figure 4A and B for comparison). 23 In contrast to Nank1À7, activation volumes for unfolding were positive for all deletion constructs, placing the transition state at a higher molar volume than the folded state, and significantly larger (relative to the unfolded state) than the transition state of the full-length construct (Figures 5B and 6 and  Table S2 , Supporting Information). The transition state of Nank1À7 lies between the folded and unfolded state at 20°C (Table S3 , Supporting Information) and only becomes larger than that of the folded state at higher temperature. 23 We note that the tryptophan residue that provides our observable is located in the central repeats, and is quite sensitive to the effects of terminal repeat deletions on the values of the activation volumes, indicating that the lack of effect of these deletions on Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE the equilibrium volume change cannot be ascribed to the insensitivity of the observable.
The temperature dependence of the equilibrium and activation volume changes corresponds to ΔR, the difference in thermal expansivity between the two states of the transition. We investigated the temperature dependence of the equilibrium and activation volumes of two of the Nank N-terminal deletion mutants, Nank2À7 and Nank3À7 and compared them to the Nank1À7 construct. 23 These experiments yield the difference in thermal expansivity between the folded and unfolded state (dΔV u /dT = ΔR u ), between the transition state and the unfolded state (dΔV* f /dT = ΔR* f ), and the transition state and the folded state (dΔV* u /dT = ΔR* u ) (Table S3 , Supporting Information). The thermal expansivity of the transition state of the full-length construct was previously shown to be similar to that of the unfolded state and much larger than that of the folded state, 23 that is, the values of ΔR u and ΔR* u were equivalent within experimental uncertainty. The Nank2À7 construct exhibited a temperature dependence equivalent to that of Nank1À7, with the transition state expansivity equivalent to that of the unfolded state. In contrast, the Nank3À7 construct exhibited a transition state expansivity equivalent to that of the folded state. The very large expansivity of the transition state of Nank2À7 is consistent with the large increase in its molar volume upon deletion of the N-terminal repeat. These results indicate that the basis for the large expansivity of the transition state in the full-length Nank1À7 resides in repeat 2 or at the interface between repeats 2 and 3.
Finally, we examined the pressure unfolding behavior of two variants of the full-length construct bearing alanine to glycine mutations at equivalent positions in the second and fifth repeat (NAG2 and NAG5). 41, 42 These mutations were shown to be strongly destabilizing, and in particular, in the case of repeat 2, disrupt to some extent the folded structure. Equilibrium pressure unfolding and p-jump relaxation kinetics studies on these mutants ( Figure S1 and Table S4 , Supporting Information) reveal that the absolute value of the equilibrium volume change increases slightly relative to that of Nank1À7 for the NAG2 variant, while it remains the same for NAG5. Interestingly, the activation volume for folding the NAG2 construct is found to be very large, indeed the largest of all of the variants tested ( Figure 6 ). These observations indicate that this destabilizing mutation in the second repeat leads to some expansion of the folded state and a very large expansion of the transition state, reinforcing the notion that the region responsible for the large expansivity of the transition state in the full-length Nank1À7 involves repeat 2 or the 2À3 interface.
To gain insight into the possible contribution of internal solvent excluded voids (packing defects) to the observed volume changes and expansivity values, we carried out molecular dynamic simulations in explicit solvent on the Nank1À7 full-length protein and on molecular homology models of the two consensus repeat constructs, NW and NWC. The simulations ran for 5 ns and configurations were saved every 5 ps for a total of (9), Nank3À7 (2), Nank4À7 (1), Nank1À6 (O), Nank1À5 (*), the alanine to glycine mutant in domain 2, NAG2 ()), the double consensus repeat, NW (•) and the triple consensus repeat, NWC (solid triangle pointing left). The data for the full-length Nank1À7 construct were previously reported. 23 Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE 1000 configurations. We determined the magnitude of internal voids by measuring the number of Monte Carlo points that could be inserted into each of the configurations (the presence of a protein or solvent atom at any coordinate value precluded insertion of a Monte Carlo point). The average density of Monte Carlo points for all configurations found at distances <0.4 nm from the C-R atom of each residue was then calculated. We refer to this as void density. To gain a sense of the degree of hydration across the structure, we also calculated for each configuration, the number of water molecules within 0.4 nm of the C-R atom of each residue. We refer to the average over all configurations as the hydration density. The central repeats exhibit the largest average void density and the lowest average hydration density (Figure 7A, B) , consistent with their nearly exclusive contribution to the volume change of unfolding. To better visualize the internal voids, Figure 7C and D shows three representative configurations of the Nank1À7 construct and the two consensus repeat constructs, NW and NWC, highlighting the internal voids (by linking the Monte Carlo points by proximity and calculating the surface of the void). The largest and "driest" voids in Nank1À7 are found at the interfaces between repeats 2 and 3, 3 and 4, and 4 and 5, consistent with the preponderant contribution of the central region of the protein to the magnitude of the volume change of unfolding. The N and C terminal repeats 1, 7, and 6 do not appear to contribute significantly to the solvent excluded void, in accord with the observation that their deletion does not diminish the volume change of unfolding. MD simulations of a construct containing repeats 3, 4, and 5 (taken directly from the crystal structure of the full-length protein) revealed very similar void density and hydration properties for these repeats as in the context of the full-length protein (Figure S3 , Supporting Information). These three "snapshots" of the protein illustrate the fact that the measured volume changes are representative of a large conformational ensemble that would not be represented by calculations on the pdb coordinates only. The average void and hydration densities depicted in Figure 7A and B provide a qualitative appreciation of solvent excluded voids in this ensemble. Because other thermodynamic factors, such as the difference in expansivity between unfolded and folded states (ΔR), are known to contribute significantly to the magnitude of ΔV u , the MD simulations present limitations to the quantitative evaluation of cavity size and its contribution to the volumetric change. However, they serve to identify qualitatively the void propensity and hydration probability throughout the 3D structure and the degree of variation among conformations of the folded state ensemble generated by the simulation. The smaller voids found for the NW and NWC constructs are consistent with their small volume changes of unfolding.
' DISCUSSION
The first clear conclusion that can be drawn from the present work is that the determinants of the volume change of unfolding are located nearly exclusively in the central repeats of Nank1À7. How can we explain the nonuniformity of the contributions of the ankyrin domains to pressure effects on Nank1À7? Obviously, the volume of the atoms does not contribute to the volume change of unfolding, such that the explanation must lie in the volumetric consequences of differential hydration or the elimination of solvent excluded voids upon unfolding. Differential hydration contributions involve volumetric effects on the unfolded state, since they arise from changes in the density of water molecules that move from the bulk to interaction with the protein moieties upon their exposure to solvent upon unfolding. We make the implicit assumption that the contribution of solvent excluded voids, on the other hand, is defined by the structural and dynamic properties of the folded state, since any cavities in the unfolded state should be minimized and homogeneously distributed throughout the protein. Indeed, a recent analysis of packing density in proteins revealed that the hierarchy of sizes due to bond constraints in the polymer leads to inhomogeneous packing and a fractal packing dimension between the ideal crystalline and Apollonian limit that scales with size. 43 These conclusions are globally consistent with our present results, although the weaker correlation of ΔV u with size is a consequence of hydration of certain packing defects, typically those found closer to the surface. For the Nank system, it is likely that its repetitive nature puts it close to the ideal crystalline packing limit and could explain the small ΔV u of Nank1À7 despite its large size. The thermal expansivity of amino acids in water, which arises from the temperature-dependent loss of hydrating water molecules to the bulk, has provided estimates of the volume effects due to hydration. 44À46 The expansivity of polar and charged amino-acid side chains is large and positive at low to moderate temperatures because the density of the bulk solvent is lower than that of the electrostricted waters hydrating the polar amino acids. Since dehydration (upon increasing temperature) results in a large and positive expansion of volume, we can deduce that hydrating newly exposed polar residues upon unfolding should cause an increase in density (decrease in volume) for the newly interacting water molecules compared to their volume in bulk. Therefore, deletion of polar moieties should lead to an overall decrease in the magnitude of the ΔV u . The opposite situation holds for the volumetric properties of hydration of hydrophobic moieties which exhibit a negative thermal expansivity at low to moderate temperature. Dehydration upon increasing temperature leads to a decrease in volume, indicating that the density of water hydrating polar residues is lower than in bulk. 44À46 Therefore, hydration of exposed hydrophobic residues upon unfolding should lead to an increase in the volume of the hydrating water molecules relative to their volume in bulk solvent. This in turn should diminish the magnitude of the volume change of unfolding. Hence, deletion of hydrophobic moieties should lead to a smaller positive contribution to the molar volume of the unfolded state and hence a larger magnitude for ΔV u .
Arguing against a major role for differential hydration as the basis for pressure effects in the Nank system studied here are the sequence differences between the repeats ( Figure 1C and D) . Indeed, the central repeats, those that contribute almost exclusively to the negative value of ΔV u , contain the largest number of buried hydrophobic residues (that should make a positive contribution to ΔV u ) and the smallest number of buried polar and charged residues (those that should contribute negatively to ΔV u ). On the basis of this lack of correlation between the sequence differences between the repeats and their predicted effects on ΔV u and the measured values, we conclude that the volume changes of the Nank1À7 protein and its deletion constructs do not arise primarily from differential hydration effects of exposed amino acid side chains. Moreover the repeats are of nearly identical 3D structure and size, and their unfolding should involve the exposure of a similar number of peptide bonds. Hence, any contribution of the main chain to the volume change should be uniformly distributed across the structure. If the hydration of peptide bonds upon unfolding were the major contributing factor to the volume change, then given that these are polar, removing up to 3/7 of the protein by deletion should have resulted in a significantly smaller magnitude for the volume change of unfolding. Instead, we observe either no change or even a small increase in the magnitude of ΔV u upon deletion of repeat units. We note that in contrast to the volume change, the m-values for urea induced unfolding are strongly dependent upon the number of repeats, 22 which is expected since the larger the protein, the larger the exposed surface area. Thus, since the amplitude of ΔV u is not correlated with the magnitude of the change in exposed surface area upon unfolding, we conclude that differential hydration is not a major contributing factor to its value.
If differential hydration cannot be invoked to explain the magnitude of pressure effects, can the contribution of internal solvent excluded void explain the totality of our results on the volumetric properties of these Nank constructs? Removing repeats should result in a decrease in the magnitude of the volume change of unfolding to the extent that significant solvent excluded voids exist in each repeat and its interface with its neighboring repeat. The lack of effect of deletion of repeats 1, 2, 6, and 7 is consistent with the notion, supported by the results of our MD simulations, that these repeats present very little solvent excluded void volume. We note that our probe, the tryptophan residue, is located at the center of the protein and could conceivably be insensitive to volume effects of deletion of the terminal domains. However, the observation of large increases in the activation volumes for all of the constructs indicates that the tryptophan is indeed sensitive to effects of terminal repeat deletions and to the global unfolding. The agreement between the stabilities measured in the present the high pressure experiments and those obtained from previous urea melts further supports this assumption.
How can repeat deletions result in an increase in the molar volume of the transition state relative to the unfolded state? The actual size of solvent excluded void volumes in proteins at any temperature will depend on the three-dimensional structure, as ascertained by coordinates from structural studies. In addition, the capacity of the protein to expand should contribute to the magnitude of internal void volume at any given temperature, and this will depend upon the strength of the interactions. If removal of the N and C terminal repeats leads to a decrease in the stabilizing interactions of the folded and/or transition states, then internal solvent-excluded voids could conceivably expand in volume, relative to their size at a standard temperature or their size at the same temperature in the context of the full length construct. This expansion could occur either globally across the structure, or locally around the affected regions, leading to larger solvent excluded voids, and hence larger equilibrium or activation volume changes. An expansion of protein structure has been proposed recently to constitute the first step in their unfolding. 47 Our results suggest that this expansion is local in nature in the case of the Nank constructs, and is particularly apparent at the unfolding barrier. Indeed, the small decreases in the magnitude of ΔV u observed for Nank3À7 and Nank4À7 relative to Nank2À7 are consistent with loss of cavity volume in the interfaces that occurs upon repeat deletion.
' CONCLUSION
This systematic investigation of the role of size and sequence in determining the magnitude of pressure effects on protein structure and stability provides strong evidence that differential hydration does not significantly contribute to the pressureinduced unfolding of proteins. In contrast, these results implicate the imperfect internal packing of the folded state as the major contributing factor to the volume change of unfolding. These packing defects are specifically localized in central region of the Nank structure, rendering pressure effects local in character, in contrast to temperature or denaturant effects that depend upon properties that are uniformly distributed across the proteins sequence and structure. As a consequence of the local nature of the pressure effect, the degree to which pressure globally affects protein structure depends upon the cooperative interactions within the folded state. Pressure therefore represents a unique probe for the long-range coupling in proteins and their intrinsic cooperativity of unfolding. Furthermore, the present results demonstrate that the energetics of the protein's conformations can significantly modulate their volumetric properties. First, the unique configuration corresponding to the crystal Journal of the American Chemical Society ARTICLE structure does not provide a comprehensive view of internal solvent excluded voids, as the multiple conformations in the native state manifold can exhibit different amounts and distributions of internal void depending upon side-chain and even main chain orientation or incursions by solvent. Moreover, loss of constraining interactions upon mutation can lead to expansion of internal voids. Given this more profound understanding of the factors contributing to the volumetric properties of, and hence pressure effects on, proteins we are confident that further pressure effect studies will prove extremely useful tool to understand protein conformations and energetics. 
